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Monkey likes the lonely life he lives in the jungle—until the Little
One shows up. The Little One copies everything Monkey does,
and Monkey becomes very annoyed, especially at night when the
Little One plays loud music. Monkey hopes to find some peace
at a cool lake, but the Little One still shows up. Monkey gets so
frustrated that he tells the Little One to leave him alone. Soon,
Monkey finds that he is lonely, and searches for the Little One,
hoping to win his friend back with some bread and jam.
Monkey and the Little One is a sweet story that teaches about
friendship. Readers can see themselves in both characters,
as most people have felt lonely or tried hard to make a friend
before. This book is enjoyable for all ages, but particularly
young children as they can easily connect to the characters and
enjoy the combination of the text and pictures. The illustrations
enhance the story with beautiful pastel colors and soft lines,
creating a gentle visual experience in addition to happy text. This
book would be beneficial to teachers of young students to teach
about friendship and the importance of being kind to others, or
to teach about point-of-view. It would also be a fun bedtime story
for parents to read to their children while simultaneously teaching
them a good moral. This book is sure to become a favorite of all
who read it!
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